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Dear Friends, 

Like Elvis Presley, we can be all shook up 
by love! But that’s (mostly!) a kindly 
shaking. We can be, and currently are, all 
shook up by much darker forces. 

There is a prophecy in the Old Testament 
book of Haggai where God says: 

I will once more shake the heavens and 
the earth, the sea and the dry land. I will 
shake all nations, and what is desired by 
all nations will come… (Haggai 2: 6 - 7). 

This prophecy is recalled in the New 
Testament book of Hebrews, and applied 
to the coming of God’s kingdom. 
Everything will be shaken, and only what is 
permanent will remain.  

Therefore, since we are receiving a 
kingdom that cannot be shaken, let us be 
thankful and so worship God acceptably 
with reverence and awe… (Hebrews 
12:28). 
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We see plenty of shaking up of 
people’s lives in news from 
around the world. We see the 
awful effects of war and natural 
disasters. People’s lives are so 
shaken that they become 
refugees from conflict, 
destitution, injustice and 
situations which have become 
intolerable. And many can’t 
escape and continue to live in 
barely imaginable conditions. 

Here, the whole shaking up of 
a communal way of life is rare. 
Maybe we’ve only known it 
happen (on large scale) 
gradually, or through the time 
of the two world wars. 
Individually, of course, we can 
be very shaken by things that 
happen to us or those we love. 

The sudden changes and 
shaking up that we are 
encountering through the 
Covid pandemic is 
unprecedented for most of us.  

The people of ancient Israel 
were regularly shaken by 
conflict. They would have 
known much about the fragility 
of life. But nothing could have 
prepared them for the 
devastating change of being 
defeated by the Babylonian 
army and being exiled (about 

590 BC) en masse to Babylon 
and other parts of the 
Babylonian empire. 

All their securities were taken 
away – the land God had given 
to them, the promised land. 
The temple in Jerusalem, the 
heart of their religious life, was 
destroyed. And the dynasty of 
kings from the house of David 
came to an end. 
 
But terrible as the exile from 
home was, it was an 
extraordinarily creative time. A 
time for new thinking – a time 
for re-imagining how to ‘sing 
the Lord’s song in a strange 
land’. A time for re-imagining 
their God. He was (and is) of 
course, God of the whole 
world. And he was doing a new 
thing (Isaiah 43:19). 

The Israelites were called by 
the prophet Jeremiah to pray 
for the welfare of the city of 
Babylon (Jeremiah 29:17). 
They were to settle down there 
and discover how to live as 
exiles and learn to sing the 
Lord’s song in that strange land. 

In Babylon, worship changed 
dramatically, and the loss of 
the Temple led to the 
establishment of a new system 
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of local synagogues. 

In a sense it was back to first 
principles. Who are we? What 
makes us different from other 
peoples? How do we worship? 
What sort of God is Yahweh? 
How can we learn from our 
mistakes and do things 
differently? What prophetic 
voices have we been ignoring? 

For Israel, the warnings were 
there, but ignored. The 
messages were loud and clear 
through the prophets and many 
other writings that we can now 
read in the Old Testament.  

And us? Today, we are being 
deeply shaken. And yet we are 
receiving a kingdom that cannot 
be shaken. 

The Covid pandemic shouts at 
us. Reminds us of our frailty. 
Reminds us that we are 
together on this small planet 
and we must learn to co-
operate to survive. Reminds us 
that we are becoming more, not 
less, dependent on each other.  

Reminds us that we must 
protect the vulnerable. Reminds 
us of the deep injustices that 
create so much of that 
vulnerability. Reminds us that 
we must deal with corporate  

and individual selfishness and 
sin. That restraint and sacrifice 
are unavoidable if we are to turn 
the ship around. 

BUT… 
Do you not know? Have you 
not heard? The LORD is the 
everlasting God… He gives 
strength to the weary and 
increases the power of the 
weak… Those who hope in 
the Lord will renew their 
strength (Isaiah 40: 28 – 31). 

We are not called to trust in a 
way of life which can be shaken, 
but in our God who is bringing 
(here and now and for ever) a 
kingdom which cannot be 
shaken. And he’s asking us to 
do it with him. 

Every blessing, 
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When were you born and 
where did you grow up? 

I was born in 1945 in 
Norwich.  
 
Where did you go 
to school?  
I went to school in 
Ipswich.  
 
Do you have any 

brothers or sisters? 
No, I don’t. 

 
What brought you to a 

Christian faith? 
My father got me to join a church 
choir when I was 7 years old as he’d 
been in a church choir himself. He 
and my mother also joined and my 
Christian journey began. 
 
What led you to becoming 
ordained? 
I felt a ‘call’ in my teens which had to 
be tested, e.g. through two Selection 
Conferences, and the need to retake 
two ‘A’ levels. After these I spent two 
years living and working in 
Gillingham in Kent at St Mark’s 
Church which had a hostel for five 
Ordinands. We worked locally and 
shared in the life of a live High Street 
Church. I also spent six weeks at 

Roger Dedman 

 
 
Some of us know you very well, 
Roger. Others may know you by 
sight but not really know much 
about you. Because of all that’s 
going on in the world right now 
and with our limited church 
services we may not get the 
chance to see you again for quite a 
long time. However, we’d love to 
know more about you. Will you 
answer a few questions that will 
help us to get to know you better? 
Thank you! 
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Reeds Paper Mill, being made 
redundant when it closed down. I 
then worked for eighteen months at 
Elliott’s Automation ordering parts 
for aircraft repairs. 
  
Did you go to college/university? 
I spent a year in Durham on a pre-
theological course for those not 
going on to do a degree, and then 
three years at Oak Hill Theological 
College in North London. 
 
When and where did you meet 
your wife Jean? 
In 1968 at St Mark’s Gillingham at 
the Saturday night young people’s 
fellowship – she, after being 
bridesmaid at a friend’s wedding and 
I on a return visit for the weekend. 
 
How many children do you have – 
and a little about them?  
Rachel was born in 1973. She lives 
with John near St Albans. They have 
a daughter, Olivia, aged 8. Our 
second daughter, Sarah, was born in 
1976 and is married to Paul. The 
family live locally in Otley. They have 
a son, Callum, who is 10 years old, 
and a daughter, Lucy, who is 3 years 
old. They also had a son, Harry, who 
very sadly died six years ago, aged 6. 
 
Why did you choose to come to 
Otley to live?  
It was Sarah’s suggestion! She is a 
Social Worker at Airedale Hospital, 
and whilst there arranging the 
discharge of elderly patients she 
became aware that her parents were 

living 220 miles away! She thought 
that instead of Jean and I using our 
caravan when we came to visit her, 
that on my retirement we should 
move to Otley and use the caravan 
when going back to visit friends in 
East Anglia.  
 
Our friends said we shouldn’t move 
but we realised after we’d been here 
18 months that it was the right 
decision when grandson Harry at the 
age of 4 was diagnosed with 
neuroblastoma, a childhood cancer. 
It was at an advance stage. 
Thankfully, we were here to support 
him, his brother Callum aged 2, and 
his parents throughout the 2½ year 
journey until Harry’s death in 2014. 
 
Which churches have you been 
associated with as a clergyman? 
My first curacy was in Derbyshire, as 
my home diocese had nothing to 
offer me that year. I returned to 
Ipswich for a second curacy as my 
mother was then a widow, and 
Jean’s parents lived relatively close 
in Norwich. Whilst there I had a 
major stomach operation. 
 
My first living (parish) of 13 years 
was in the country parishes of 
Bildeston with Wattisham and 
Lindsey, ten miles west of Ipswich. 
Then to Bramford on the western 
edge of Ipswich for another 18 
years. During this time, I had four 
job changes including two spells as 
Rural Dean and as an Honorary 
Canon of the Cathedral. 
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How long have you been coming 
to Otley Parish Church? 
We came in 2010 when I retired. 
Sarah with Harry and Callum were 
already part of the church so we 
joined them.  
 
Can you play a musical 
instrument?  
I did learn to play the piano but I’m 
tone deaf – much to Jean’s 
disappointment! 
 
Do you like classical music? Do 
you have a favourite piece? 
I’m not particularly into music of any 
kind but I like Finlandia by Sibelius. 
  
Do you have a favourite Christian 
hymn or song? 
Yes! It’s “O worship the Lord in the 
beauty of holiness” and especially 
for the line, ‘Trust for our trembling 
and hope for our fear’. 
 
What about modern songs or 
music - anything in particular? 
“Shine, Jesus Shine”. 
 
Do you have a favourite verse of 
Scripture? If so, what is it? 
‘Jesus wept’ (John 11:35). It shows 
Jesus had feelings and frustrations 
and in turn that he can understand 
our varied emotional responses. 
 
Do you have a favourite part of 
Yorkshire that you like to visit? 
Grassington. We enjoy a drive over 
the moors, a meal and a walk before 
returning home again. 

Is there somewhere you would 
like to go on holiday where you’ve 
not been before, regardless of 
expense? 
The Holy Land. 
 
Do you have a hobby or some-
thing you enjoy doing to relax? 
I enjoy my garden, and my hobby is 
Postal History. 
 
A book you enjoyed reading – 
Christian or general? Any special 
reason? 
I have just read ‘The Levelling Sea’. It 
is centred on Falmouth and tells the 
story of the Packet Ships taking mail 
and other commodities to and from the 
likes of Spain and the West Indies at 
the end of the 18th and the beginning 
of the 19th century. They had to 
contend with the French and Spanish 
Privateers wanting their goods, and in 
turn causing the mail to be thrown 
overboard rather than falling into 
enemy hands! This was clearly a great 
hindrance to communication. 
 
What would be your favourite 
meal – 2 or even 3 courses?  
Roast Lamb followed by Kiwi fruit 
trifle.  
 
If you were to spend a whole year 
on a desert island on your own 
what luxury would you take? 
A book of puzzles. 
 
Which one word best describes 
your life right now? 
Contented. 
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The UK is beginning to reopen from the lengthy lockdown caused by 
COVID-19. There is obviously a great desire to get back to normal. 

“I want my life back”, is a familiar refrain. But do we? Do we really need to get 
back to normal? 
 
During this time of shielding and isolating, families have spent more time 
together, played games, made music, and found ways to creatively engage in 
enjoyable activities. Stories abound about husbands and wives reconnecting, 
and of parents bonding in a new way with their children. If normal is returning to 
a home life where husbands, wives and children are going their separate 
directions with little interaction, let’s not go back to normal. 

Churches are beginning to reopen. The opportunity to worship is something 
we’ve always taken for granted. It’s easy to fall into a spiritual rut and to go 
through the motions of worship, to allow routine to become ritual, to become an 
observer instead of a participant, and to skip services when it’s not convenient. 
If that in any way describes you, don’t return to normal. 
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I imagine many of us who consider ourselves spiritually minded and 
devoted Christians, will discover a new joy in collective worship. In raising 
our voices in praise, in fervently being led in prayer, and solemnly and 
collectively engaging in communion, we may find the “new normal” better 
than the “old normal”. 

During this lockdown, preachers, pastors and churches have discovered 
innovative ways to connect with their members such as embracing new 
technology. Many have been particularly aware of ministering to older members 
and those shut in. Maybe we don’t want to return to “normal” as we add these 
new methods to our ministry. Think about not returning to “normal”. 

When a friend embraces you with a hug or firmly shakes your hand, you deeply 
appreciate and value their friendship. 

When you return to a restaurant and the service is a little slow, instead of 
grumbling, be thankful that restaurants are open and you can enjoy eating out. 

When you return to work, thank God for your job. And for the opportunity to earn 
a living and provide your family. 

When you come home tired and just want to chill, but your kids want some 
attention, remember how much they enjoyed doing things together during the 
lockdown. 

When you’re tempted to rush from one thing to another on your task list, take a 
moment to slow down. Stop to smell the roses. Enjoy the journey. See the 
beauty of God’s creation all around you. Don’t return to normal. 

When you pray don’t lapse back into a regular, rote prayer, but think how 
fervently we’ve prayed during lockdown. We’ve prayed for good health, safety, a 
cure for the virus, for our family and friends. Possibly prayer now has a new 
meaning in your life. 

When we’re finally able to reassemble in larger groups, thank God for the 
blessing of community and connection with other people. 

If going back to normal is taking life for granted, failing to appreciate our 
blessings, being inattentive to our friends, family and brethren and assuming 
what we have will always be there, let’s not go back to normal. 

Ken Weliever 
http://www.ThePreachersWord.com 
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Liz Walker in Lockdown 
How would we have coped without modern technology and 
daily walks during lockdown? Life would certainly have been 
much more challenging.  

Thankfully, we’ve had the benefit of Skype, Zoom, FaceTime, YouTube – and 
even online shopping and more!  

Since our granddaughters (8 and 6 years) were born they have come to us for 
sleepovers almost every week and we have been very involved with them on a 
regular basis, so 16 weeks without a sleepover was unheard of and very tough 
for us all.   

So, what we’ve done is Skype every day - sometimes for very lengthy periods! 
We set each other challenges on a huge variety of subjects such as counting 
from 1-10 in Chinese and maybe Japanese might come in useful too one day! 
My Harry Potter knowledge has improved no end! We’ve done crosswords, 
word searches, quizzes, craft activities, played games, read stories, written 
poems and much, much more!  We’ve all learned lots of new 'stuff'. 

That call, 'Grannie can we Skype you now?' really made my day!  

Liz Walker is a member of Otley Parish Church 

“Hug on a Tray” in Lockdown 
What a difference five months of fear, anxiety and uncertainty 
can make in the lives of so many. What have been the effects 
on a local community group who have supported all blood 
cancer patients and their families for the past four years at St 
James’s Hospital Bexley Wing in Leeds?  
 
We, Hug on a Tray girls and all those whom we support have been impacted, 
like so many others, in different ways, but with the same fears and uncertainties 
that’s shared by everyone globally. Whoever would have thought that 2020 
would bring a year of anguish and abnormal difficulties to everyday lives. 
Before Covid-19 life was very good for the Hug on a Tray girls. We were 
providing free food and drinks for all the patients, their visiting families and 
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outpatients at St James’s and the Wharfedale Hospital. At the beginning of this 
year we were really excited because through our own fundraising efforts and the 
support of many very kind people we were able to cover the costs of free TV in 
the haematology wards J88 & J89 for the whole of 2020 at a cost of £26,400. 
This was the first time in four years that we had sufficient funds to pay for all of 
this in one go.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our new website was up and running, posters and leaflets printed, there were at 
least twelve events planned for 2020, half of those by other kind people for our 
benefit. Customers from Poundland stores were donating goodies for us to 
distribute to four hospitals, St James’s, Leeds General Infirmary, Bradford Royal 
Infirmary, and the Wharfedale. Things couldn’t get better, and they didn’t.  
 
Covid-19 appeared and changed all that along with the lives of those we had 
supported, befriended, laughed and cried with, hugged and shared hopes and 
fears with. When lockdown came, it locked everyone down. Isolation was hard 
enough before for those who lived alone. We had 25 to 30 ladies who came 
each week to the Chevin Socialites to share a meal, companionship and 
laughter with others in the same situation. Then, quite suddenly, it was all gone. 
It ended. The ‘Hug’ girls within the group set up a WhatsApp facility so we could 
talk to each other every day; others formed telephone groups to keep in touch; 
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and some went completely off the radar during this time. The hospital became a 
no-go area for us, but I do believe that the Lord provides! And local nurses 
came on board responding to our request to take goodies into the hospital for 
us, and the staff in the hospital filled up and distributed where we couldn’t. 
When one branch of Poundland couldn’t provide goodies, another one did, so 
the refreshments never ran out! 
 
Alongside the good bits though, there was a price to pay, and that came in the 
emotional and mental condition of the ‘Hug’ girls and the patients and families 
whom we supported. During four years of involvment with the hospital many 
friendships were made and the hardest thing is not knowing how individuals are 
doing. Thankfully, some of them have shared texts and emails with us, but 
mostly we are all missing each other, including the staff.  
 
One patient who was also a friend has died during this time, and one of our 
members experienced the sudden death of her only son. The impact is 

heartbreaking. How do you comfort the 
bereaved?  
 
This dosen’t just impact us, it’s all of our 
friends, church members, our 
community, and now more than ever we 
need to support each other. Hug on a 
Tray will bounce back because I believe 
that God is in all things good and 
whatever is done in his love will never 
die. And although it feels like nothing can 
be the same again for all of us as we 
continue to step aside each other in 
public, it’s so difficult to reflect joy and a 
smile through a face mask. Hopefully we 
can project kindness through our eyes, 
love through our words and blessings 
through our deeds.  

 
We serve a wonderful God, and none of us can escape times of hardship 
and sorrow in this life. This is certainly a time of great trial that no one could 
foresee. However, with the love and strength of our faithful God I believe we 
will come through stronger and with more awareness of our dependence on 
an awesome God of supremacy who only asks that we believe and trust in 
him.  
 

Article by Lesley Noble (a member of Otley Parish Church) 
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by John and Anne Simkins 
Maybe, like us, you are a bit fed up of hearing words like 
‘strange’ and ‘unprecedented’, yet have found them to be true! 
Disruption in routines and disconnection with relationships have 
been and continue to be our common experience.  

Way back in March we had a wonderful and busy three and a half weeks in India, 
arriving back home the day before complete lockdown – a really sudden contrast. 
Being retired, ordinary life became both very ordinary and very unusual. Meanwhile, 
others (including our own children) were busier than ever with working at home and 
with having kids at home too. Of course, we were unable to be ‘useful’ to them. Our 
‘extraordinary’ became our extra (=very) ordinary with not much variety and not 
many human contacts. Life felt on hold for us whilst others were busier than ever!  

So, we’ve been thinking more, and guess many of you have too, about what prayer 
and relationship with God ‘looks like’ when there are no ‘gathered’ experiences or 
events where we feel God might want to turn up. We are finding it a good rethink 
opportunity; time to click the refresh button. How does God turn up in our everyday 
life? Or perhaps, how do we turn up and tune in to his presence with us in the 
downright mundane (or the very busy)! Each day in circumstances like these might 
start with a (maybe unspoken) question, ‘What do we think we should be doing 
today?’  

We’ve found these verses to be rather on target: One thing I ask from the Lord, this 
only do I seek: that I may dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of my life 
[Psalm 27:4]. Surely your goodness and love will follow me all the days of my life 
[Psalm 23:6]. All the days – that’s a challenge! As Christians we know that God is 
everywhere (although many don’t have that awareness), yet we often 
compartmentalise our lives, forgetting that he is present and approachable 
everywhere. We like the story of Jacob in the book of Genesis. He was on the run. 
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Unhappy home life. Manipulative parents. A victim of his own scheming. Told to go 
and find a suitable wife. He ended up sleeping in the open with a stone for a pillow 
and had a dream of connectedness to God. 

When Jacob awoke from his sleep, he thought, ‘Surely the Lord is in this place, and 
I was not aware of it.’ He was afraid and said, ‘How awesome is this place! This is 
none other than the house of God; this is the gate of heaven’ [Genesis 28:16–17]. 
Well – it wasn’t a church building! And it was Old Testament days. It makes us think 
again how privileged we are to have Christ – our connectedness to God the Father; 
the promised One and the promising to be ‘with us always’ One. Through his Holy 
Spirit he is our VERY PRESENT helper. It has been striking to us how many 
people we’ve heard from, locally and from all over the world, who have found this 
idea from Psalm 46 to be very meaningful for these times.  

Another, perhaps especially appropriate, verse is - Do not be anxious about 
anything, but in every situation, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present 
your requests to God and the peace of God, which transcends all understanding, 
will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus. [Philippians 4:6-7] Is God 
really interested in this or that daily situation of our lives; ready and willing to be 
involved and engaged? It seems a relevant question.  

So, with no regular or programmed diary entries, part of giving thanks for our 
breakfast has been - half said to each other and half said to God - ‘what do YOU 
think we should be up to today?’ We’ve been doing a bit of self-reminding that God 
really can nudge us or give us clues about timing, doing, pausing, shopping, and 
people we should contact or perhaps say a prayer for?  

We enjoyed being involved with Messy Church Online in June with its theme of 
Psalm 23 (John helping with the techy bit!). Familiar to many, the wonderful poetry 
reminds us that God, our lifelong Shepherd, leads us when we face shadowy 
valleys as well as green pastures. We have all, in similar but personal ways, had to 
face challenges that feel like they are not how God meant life to be and this has 
been especially hard for children and those who live alone. After all, the first 
recorded thing that God said was not good for man (let’s say ‘people’) to be alone; 
“you need company”! We so miss face to face meeting with family, friends and our 
church family where a hug or a handshake are OK! 

BUT! Whatever ours or your circumstances (and many face things much 
tougher than us), the Lord is (my) our Shepherd to prompt, encourage, 
challenge, take an interest and let us know he cares through our varied life 
experiences. May we be freshly aware of our God as the provider of daily bread 
for our soul, renewing our hope that in all these changes and uncertainties HE is 
extra (=very) special.  

(John and Anne Simkins are members of Otley Parish Church) 
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THE SCHEDULED CAR PARK WAS SHROUDED IN MIST as 
Rosemary and I waited for another car to arrive. The occupants 
would be the vicar and his wife from an adjoining parish. They felt 
under siege. The year before, their church featured in a TV episode 
of Hetty Wainthropp Investigates which was about seemingly occult 
happenings and where a gloomy gothic setting was needed. Let me 
explain! 
 
Their church was indeed a gothic horror, riddled with dry rot and 
scheduled for demolition. It was surrounded by a huge graveyard 
with over 117,000 burials, Victorian burial vaults and overgrown 
with Japanese Knot Weed. 
 
At the time of the car park meeting the church had been 
demolished, the church school next door had moved into a new 
school building up the road and the church was worshipping in the 
old school. These rambling Victorian school buildings were also full 

Revd Stewart Hartley 

It Shouldn’t 

Happen To 

A Vicar 

(But It Did)! 
This is the eleventh in a series 

of interesting articles by  

Stewart Hartley,  

now retired and a member of  

Otley Parish Church 
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of dry rot. On top of what is a harrowing experience for any vicar, a 
small but vocal group blamed him for pulling the church down when 
he could have raised millions to save it. 
 
This lovely poor couple were under siege and our weekly 
clandestine meeting was a time when we could let them pour out 
their fears and pray together. They were close to retirement and 
wanted the day to come, oh so quickly. They had one request, 
“Please look after our little flock”. We couldn’t say NO! 
 
A few weeks later we had a planned parish visit from the Diocesan 
Bishop. These days were long as many visits, both church and 
civic, had to be arranged. Finally, after evening prayer the Bishop 
had a meal with the family. As he was leaving, he turned to us and 
said, “What do I do with St. ***?” I spluttered out, “Let me look after 
it!” 
 
So, I became ‘Priest in Charge’. Whatever had we let ourselves in 
for? The next adventure was about to begin…! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Copy Date 

October Magazine  

Sunday 20 September 

Email: stephenhey01@gmail.com 
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THE TOKYO OLYMPICS 2020 was due to begin just a few weeks ago on 21st 
July. It would have been the 2nd London Olympics Anniversary. Who would 
ever have imagined that none of this year’s event would happen! 
 
I was involved in the London Olympics 2012. No, not as an athlete! Turning up 
for my interview to be a volunteer at the Games, I was accepted and then 
invited to be an interviewer myself. There were thousands of volunteers to be 
interviewed, assessed and appointed. 
 
I spent the next four months, two very full mornings a week, at the ExCel Centre 
as one of the interview team. Our group of about two 'officials' and ten 
interviewers dealt with around 8 candidates each session. We had a set 
questionnaire, the responses were noted, the score added up, and they were 
notified by the Olympic team if they were in or out. It was fascinating, and we 
had some amazing candidates from all nationalities and all walks of life. My 
most bizarre interview was a perfectly timed one with a young Italian man who 
popped out of work and waited in a public phone box for my call. There were so 
many roles from stewarding to cleaning, hospitality, driving (taking officials to 
and from events and meetings), hosting overseas delegates (the linguists). 
Young volunteers were interviewed by other teams and two very lucky ones got 
the job of manoeuvring the little mini car that picked up the discus and javelin 
and shot. Others were there to carry the kit for the athletes and some went on to 
compete themselves at the Rio Olympics. 
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Some of the team who supervised us would be off to Rio as soon as the Games 
ended. They would be mastering the language and training the Rio 
team. Expertise was passed on from Games to Games. I got my letter once all 
the interviews were over. I would be allocated to the Royal Events team. This 
would be at the Mall for the cycling and walking events, Hampton Court Palace 
for more cycling and in Greenwich for the show jumping. 
 
The cycling was one of the first events and I was on duty near the finishing line 
to see Otley’s very own Lizzie Armitstead claiming silver, which, I think, was the 
first medal of the Games. It was absolutely heaving on the Mall, with the whole 
area totally unrecognisable. Not only did we have to manage the ticket holders 
but on the side opposite Green Park we had to direct tourists. We had to 
organise a one-way system through a very narrow pathway which was causing 
enormous backlogs of tourists. Fortunately, we were able to reroute them by the 
next day. 
 
I had a wonderful day on duty at the main grandstand at Greenwich. There were 
three jumps in the arena. Most people were walking around the jumps so it was 
never very busy and I got to enjoy the horses. 
 
Then it was over to Hampton Court Palace where Bradley Wiggins was 
competing in the cycling. The cycling fans were wonderful, high spirited and 
friendly. They had a way of applauding by tapping their hands on the barriers. It 
made an amazing sound. The crowd was ten deep on the Bridge even though 
the race didn't cross it. I was on duty at the gate of Hampton Court Palace and 
yet again had a clear view of part of the event. When it was all over the cyclists 
rode on to get off their bikes which was right next to where we were. Bradley 
Wiggins, who had won gold at the Cycling Time Trial, was literally plucked off 
his bike by his team. He seemed to be in a state of complete exhaustion and lay 
on the ground. Someone poured what seemed like a magic potion down his 
throat and suddenly he was up, and before anyone could stop him he was 
cycling over the bridge acknowledging all his fans. That was a lovely gesture as 
they weren't in a position to see any of the race.  
 
It was at Hampton court Palace that I had my picture taken on the medalist’s 
'throne’. HAPPY DAYS! 
 
Back again for one final time to the Mall for one of the last events of the 
Games. Tickets were hard to sell for this one and blocks were given to the local 
schools to give them an experience of the Games. This was the walking race. 
Ten laps of Hyde Park and the Mall. I was stewarding on the side of the Mall 
with all the school children who saw it as an outing but weren't altogether 
gripped with the idea of watching the walking. That was until they saw the first 
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lap. Then, between laps, they 
were practicing their walking 
styles, having impromptu 
races and generally having a 
ball. It was the best time 
ever! They selected their 
favourite athlete - I think 
based on the colour of their 
kit or the style of their walking 
- and cheered them on each 
time they came round. 
Brilliant, and a good day out 
was had by all. 
 
That was the Games for me 
as a volunteer. However, as 
we lived only a few London 
tube stops away from the 
main arena we did get 
tickets, especially for early 
morning events. We went to 
the hockey, handball, to the 
main arena to see Mo Farah 
in one of his qualifying 
rounds. I remember him 
finishing and then waiting at 
the side of the track instead 
of going straight up for his 
interview. One of the 
competitors was way behind 
everyone else and Mo 
waited for him to finish, 
clapped him in and then 
walked off the track with 
him. A truly lovely gesture. 
Our daughter Jude and I got 
£5 tickets for the 

Paralympics at the ExCel Centre and saw so many amazing athletes. It was 
so inspiring. 
 
London was on fire for sport and so were we! 
 

(Rosemary Hartley is a member of Otley Parish Church) 

Rosemary Hartley  
on the Medalist’s Throne! 
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any of you will know Jennifer Peckham and will often have seen 
(before lockdown) her jars of homemade jam for sale in the Parish 
Room after Sunday morning services. Lots of you have bought her 
lovely jam, even recently during lockdown when it’s been available 

directly from her home. All the money that she makes from selling it is given 
directly to the Church. 
 
Jennifer’s latest sales amounted to £140. This will be used as a donation towards 
the cost of the new display cabinets for the ancient stone Saxon Cross fragments. 
Allan Boddy has been working on this project for a long time and it will be good for 
their long historical connection with Christian worship in Otley to be able to be 
seen and better understood by the congregation and visitors to the Church.   
 

 
 
Thank you Jennifer and everyone else who has continued to make donations to 
the Church during lockdown in a variety of ways whilst we have not been able to 
meet together. Your gifts are very much appreciated and of great help. 

The fragments of the Saxon Crosses will be 
displayed in free-standing cabinets in the 
south transept of the Church near the Fairfax 
tomb. 

The cabinets will be internally lit to display the 
fragments to their best advantage.   
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Jean and Roger Dedman were married on 1st August 
1970 at St Margaret’s Church, Old Catton, Norfolk 
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Barbara and 
David 
Nicholls 
were 
married on 
12th 
September 
1970 in  
St Peter’s 
Church, 
Bury, 
Lancashire 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
to Katie and Rick Mayers on the birth of Daniel John. 

He was born at 5.50am on Monday 3rd August at  
St James’s Hospital, and weighed 3.72kg (8lbs 3oz). 

Daniel is pictured here at nearly 1 month old. 

Philip Lionel Bidnell 

1921 – 2020 
Philip sadly died on August 8th at Crystal 
Court Care Home, Pannal, aged 99 years. 
He had been a member of Otley Parish 
Church for over 50 years since arriving 
here from Beverley, East Yorkshire in 
1965 with his wife Madeline. She died in 
2018. 

Philip was Churchwarden from 1984 to 
1993. 
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CONGRATULATIONS 

BARBARA NICHOLLS  

ON YOUR 70th BIRTHDAY!!  

11th September 2020 

CONGRATULATIONS 

SHIRLEY PARKER  

ON YOUR 70th BIRTHDAY!!  

29th August 2020 

CONGRATULATIONS 

ROSEMARIE UTLEY  

ON YOUR 70th BIRTHDAY!!  

16th August 2020 
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SUNDAY GOLF. 
A CURATE’S DENUNCIATION.  

The Rev. E. M. Young, senior curate at Otley Parish Church 

who preached there last Sunday afternoon, alluded to the playing of 

golf by members of Parliament on Sundays. 

He deplored the evasive answer of the Archbishop of 

Canterbury on the question, and said that unless the English people 

rose up and condemned the playing of golf on Sundays there was 

nothing to hinder the introduction of other forms of pastimes and 

sport, and everybody would be able to do just as they like. 

There was no excuse for golf playing on Sundays, and certainly 

not the excuse of overwork, as Parliamentarians had at least five 

months holiday out of the twelve.  

Extract from 

Leeds Mercury 

Saturday 23 December 1922  
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Extract from 

Leeds Mercury 

Saturday 15 October 1904  

OTLEY’S BELLS. 
The dedication of the Otley Parish Church bells, which have 

just been re-cast and re-hung by a Croydon firm, took place last 

night, and for the first time in three months the Otley public had 

the pleasure of listening to their melodious sound, as after the 

service of dedication a peal was rung, and the ringers subsequently 

sat down to supper. 

The bells are believed to date back to 1747, when six bells were 

fixed, and two more added in 1782. They are particularly melodious 

in tone, and there is a story to the effect that originally they were 

intended for Ripon Cathedral, and came to Otley by mistake. 
 

Extract from 

Shipley Times and Express 

Friday 19 April 1907  

OTLEY PARISH CHURCH. 

Owing to a recent arrangement some very important alterations 

have taken place in the above parish, three new parishes having 

been formed out of portions severed therefrom, namely, the parish 

of Baildon, the parish of Burley-cum-Menston, and the parish of 

Esholt-cum-Hawksworth. This alteration will cause a serious 

diminution in the number of marriages at the Otley Parish Church, 

and here we may notice that the Easter festival this year has passed 

over without a single marriage at that venerable place – a 

circumstance very rarely known in any bygone year. 
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An Interesting Family Connection 
In last month’s In Touch magazine feature “Our Church in Ages Past” there was 
a newspaper extract from the Yorkshire Evening Post, dated 7th October 1933, 
about three members of one family – mother, son, and daughter who were all 
married on the same day at Otley Parish Church. 

A member of Otley’s Newall Ladies Fellowship, Valerie Thackray (née 
Brumpton), contacted our church magazine editor to let him know that she is the 
daughter of one of those family couples, namely, Charles Brumpton and Hilda 
Wardman. 

Val has very kindly provided a wedding photograph of the three newly married 
couples as below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Interestingly, because these family marriages were quite unique by being held 
on the same day and in the same church, the news spread to several parts of 
the country where local newspapers reported the event: Nottingham Journal, 
Framlingham Weekly News (Suffolk), The Scotsman, and the Cumberland & 
Westmorland Herald. 

Harry Wardman 
Helen Margaret Freeman 

Charles Brumpton 
Hilda Wardman 

Arthur Lee 
Annie Wardman (née Forrest) 
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Here are the answers to the Hidden In Plain View puzzle that 
was in last month’s magazine. Did you find all the books? 

This is a most remarkable puzzle. It was found by a gentleman in an 
airplane seat pocket, on a flight from Los Angeles to Honolulu, keeping 
him occupied for hours. He enjoyed it so much, he passed it on to some 
friends. One friend from Illinois worked on this while fishing from his john 
boat. Another friend studied it while playing his banjo. Elaine Taylor, a 
columnist friend, was so intrigued by it she mentioned it in her weekly 
newspaper column. Another friend judges the job of solving this puzzle so 
involving, she brews a cup of tea to help her nerves.  

There will be some names that are really easy to spot. That's a fact. Some 
people, however, will soon find themselves in a jam, especially since the 
book names are not necessarily capitalized. Truthfully, from answers we 
get, we are forced to admit it usually takes a minister or a scholar to see 
some of them at the worst. Research has shown that something in our 
genes is responsible for the difficulty we have in seeing the books in this 
paragraph.  

During a recent fundraising event, which featured this puzzle, the Alpha 
Delta Phi lemonade booth set a new record. The local paper, The 
Chronicle, surveyed over 200 patrons who reported that this puzzle was 
one of the most difficult they had ever seen.  

As Daniel Humana humbly puts it, "The books are all right here in plain 
view hidden from sight." Those able to find all of them will hear great 
lamentations from those who have to be shown. One revelation that may 
help is that books like Timothy and Samuel may occur without their 
numbers. Also, keep in mind, that punctuation and spaces in the middle 
are normal. A chipper attitude will help you compete really well against 
those who claim to know the answers. Remember, there is no need for a 
mad exodus, there really are 30 books of the Bible lurking somewhere in 
this paragraph waiting to be found.  
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Vicar 
Revd Graham Buttanshaw g.buttanshaw@gmail.com  01943 462240 

Associate Ministers 
Revd Roger Dedman roger.dedman@talktalk.net 01943 467540 
Revd Stewart Hartley sr.hartley47@gmail.com 01943 464106 
Revd John Parkin jamparkin@talktalk.net 01943 466895 

Readers 
Janet Buttanshaw buttanshawje@gmail.com 01943 462240 
Jackie Hird hirds@phonecoop.coop 01943 462858 

Churchwardens 
Kevin Keefe kevin@keefe.org.uk 01943 466177
   07722 999818 
Barry Milner barrynglynis.milner@outlook.com 01943 462472  

Deputy Churchwarden 
Barbara Nicholls babs.nicholls@gmail.com 07747 848074 

PCC Secretary 
Rosemary Ellen rosemaryjellen@gmail.com 01943 467646 

PCC Treasurer 
Norman Barr otleybarrs@googlemail.com 01943 464382 

Baptism Co-ordinator 
Glynis Milner barrynglynis.milner@outlook.com 01943 462472 

Safeguarding Officer  
Jenny Liston jenny@otleyparishchurch.org 07743 330264 

Church Magazine Editor  
Stephen Hey stephenhey01@gmail.com 01943 969624 
 

Otley Parish Church 
Kirkgate ● Otley ● West Yorkshire 

Church Administrator: Vacant 

Church Office: “The Chestnuts”, Burras Lane, Otley LS21 3HS 

N.B. The office is currently closed  

You may leave a message on the church answerphone: 
01943 495927 

Church Website: www.otleyparishchurch.org 

mailto:g.buttanshaw@gmail.com
mailto:jamparkin@talktalk.net
mailto:buttanshawje@gmail.com
mailto:hirds@phonecoop.coop
mailto:barrynglynis.milner@outlook.com
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Otley Parish Church 

Groups and Activities 

 
 
Beer Festival Allan Boddy 01943 466182 

Bell Ringers  Meg Morton  01943 461836 

Craftynuts Craft Group Lynne Barber 01943 466493 

Flower Arranging Val Tait 01943 464032 

Knit and Natter Jo Briscoe 01943 466515 

Little Rascals / Baby Rascals  Eileen Barr 01943 464382 
      Jean Boddy 01943 466182 

Local to Global     Rosemary Hartley 01943 464106 

Messy Church Janet Buttanshaw 01943 462240 

Music Groups 
Worship Singing Team &  
ACTIVATE Band     Rick Mayers 07745 387446 
     richardmayers87@gmail.com 

Church Band & 
Church Choir Pam Beck 01943 462283 

Newall Ladies Fellowship Val Tait 01943 464032 

Open House Church Office 01943 465927 

Scrapbooking Lynne Barber 01943 466493 

Steel Magnolias Shirley Parker 01943 466956 

Sunday Club and 7up Janet Buttanshaw 01943 462240 

Sustainability Group Dave Cherry 01943 463896 

Uniformed Groups Bev and Mark Rothery 01943 467016 

Welcome & Hospitality Jackie Hird 01943 462858 

Youth Group Martyn Smith 07703 662016 
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WHO ARE WE? 

OTLEY PARISH CHURCH – the oldest building 
in Otley – is at the heart of our town and, for 
over 1,000 years, people have been gathering 
here for worship and significant family and 
community events. “There is a place for 
everyone, with Christ at the centre of it all.” 

We are a gathering place for pilgrims on a 
journey of discovery, kindling hope as we go, 
helping one another to be more fully alive to 
the wonders, joys and sorrows of life. We’d 
love you to share the journey with us.  

We want to grow in numbers, in spiritual 
commitment to Christ and in service to our 
local community. 

Join us in worshipping God together on 
Sundays and in daily life; be with us as we 
study and discern how to use the Bible in the 
21st century; learn with us what it is to be 
21st century disciples following Jesus and 
help us, with the other churches in the town, 
to bring good news to Otley and far beyond. 
 


